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A vital film that needed to be made at this point in history and has been made magnificently.

 – JAMES CROMWELL

 
The truth can be hard to take, but we have an obligation to look and see what’s going on,

and, if we don’t like it, a chance to stop going along with it.

This important film provides precisely that insight and that opportunity.

- BILL MAHER

 

NEWS FROM HOT DOCS

THE GHOSTS IN OUR MACHINE was well received at the 20th annual Hot Docs Canadian
International Documentary Film Festival in Toronto: April 25th – May 6th, 2013.
 

VOTED AS ONE OF THE TOP TEN AUDIENCE FAVOURITES.

INDIEWIRE: 10 FILMS YOU MUST SEE FROM THIS YEAR’S HOT DOCS: Marshall succeeds in
creating a portrait of a driven activist that shies away from outright polemics to perhaps preach
beyond the converted. - Basil Tsiokos

NOW MAGAZINE: (NNNN): Powerful...disturbing...beautifully shot...
A superb example of committed filmmaking. - Susan G. Cole

READ MORE REVIEWS HERE.

FEATURED IMAGES
 

Director Liz Marshall and photographer / protagonist Jo-Anne McArthur receive a sustained standing
ovation from a sold out house at Toronto's Hot Docs Bloor Cinema.
VIEW OUR WORLD PREMIERE PHOTO ALBUM IN OUR GALLERY.

Photo courtesy Cameron Maclennan

THEATRICAL RELEASE

Ghosts Media and IndieCan Entertainment join forces for a Canadian Release of  
THE GHOSTS IN OUR MACHINE.

Toronto: Carlton Cinemas: May 31-June 6th: 2pm/7pm daily.
Other cities TBA.

Liz Marshall (Director/Producer) and Nina Beveridge (Producer) proudly hold a Ghosts poster,
designed by The Goggles.

Photo courtesy Cameron Maclennan

 
UPCOMING VANCOUVER PREMIERE

Liz, Nina and Lorena are traveling to Vancouver this week for the DOXA Documentary Film Festival.
The film is screening twice at the gorgeous Vancity Theatre:
THURSDAY MAY 9, 6:00 PM
FRIDAY MAY 10, 12:30 PM
 

WE ANIMALS - THE BOOK

Help Jo-Anne McArthur raise the money she needs to publish her highly anticipated WE ANIMALS
photography book. In the film Jo is very busy creating a first draft of her book. We observe her writing,
sketching, and taping many of her international images into a mockup draft. Well, now she is in
production working with a seasoned editor and designer to bring WE ANIMALS - the Book, to life.
VISIT HER CAMPAIGN HERE.

FOR THE GHOSTS,

Liz Marshall & Nina Beveridge
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The Animal Ambassador
program is supported by:

FEATURED
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CAPTAIN PAUL WATSON
Founder of Sea Shepherd

Conservation Society
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Jo-Anne McArthur
 

Jo-Anne McArthur served with
the crew on our campaign to
defend the whales of the
Southern Ocean Whale
Sanctuary. As a photographer
she documented the courage,
passion and determination of
the hundreds of international
volunteers who risk their lives to
stop the illegal and viciously
cruel slaughter of whales.

After five decades of activism to
defend animals and the
environment I have discovered
that progress is made and
changes are brought about by
the passion of a diversity of
individuals working selflessly
with their media and disciplines
of choice to make this a better
kinder world for all animals
including the human animal.

The most powerful weapon in
this cause is the camera and the
most powerful media is film. I
believe THE GHOSTS IN OUR
MACHINE Project illustrates
this fact quite powerfully.

Read more here…
 
 

The Ghost-Free Journey is
supported by:

    

  

 
A MESSAGE FROM OUR

COACHES
DONNA & ROSEMARY

We are pleased to announce that
our next 5-Day Ghost-Free
Journey is a very special event in
collaboration with LUSH
Vancouver: May 13-17th.

We are joining LUSH to embark
on a GFJ with its employees
from LUSH Vancouver
headquarters.  We will share in
the coaching with some
informed staff from LUSH,
including, Jennie Ridler, Tricia
Stevens, Kelly Davidson and
Mike Kruse.  In addition to the
journey via the Ghost-Free
Journey blog forum, LUSH
employees will have the
opportunity to engage in several
coordinated activities
throughout the week including a
vegan potluck lunch, a visit to a
cruelty-free shop, and a local
animal advocacy speaking event,
and more.

Please join the adventure!  The
more people who participate, the
more well-rounded and
meaningful the GFJ is.

For The Ghosts,
Coaches Donna and Rosemary

Ghosts Media Inc. would like to thank the following partners and supporters:

THANK YOU FROM THE BOTTOM OF OUR HEARTS TO OUR INDIEGOGO SUPPORTERS
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